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The study of the complexity of sets encompasses two complementary aims: 
(1) establishing-usually via explicit construction of algorithms-that sets are feasible, and 
(2) studying the relative complexity of sets that plausibly might be feasible but are not 
currently known to be feasible (such as the NP-complete sets and the PSPACE-complete 
sets). For the study of the complexity of closure properties, a recent flurry of results has estab- 
lished an analog of (1); these papers explicitly demonstrate many closure properties possessed 
by PP and C=P (and the proofs implicitly give closure properties of the function class #P). 
The present paper presents and develops, for function classes such as #P, SpanP, OptP, and 
MidP, an analog of (2): a genera1 theory of the complexity of closure properties. In particular, 
we show that subtraction is hard for the closure properties of each of these classes: each is 
closed under subtraction if and only if it is closed under every polynomial-time operation. 
Previously, no property-natural or unnatural-had been known to have this behavior. We 
also prove other natural operations hard for the closure properties of #P, SpanP, OptP, and 
MidP, and we explore the relative complexity of operations that seem not to be #P-hard, 
such as maximum, minimum, decrement, and median. Moreover, for each of #P, SpanP, 
OptP, and MidP, we give a natural complete characterization-in terms of the collapse of 
complexity classes-of the conditions under which that class has every feasible closure 
property. 0 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Motivated by the modern theory of the complexity of sets, and in particular by 
NP-completeness/NP-hardness theory, this paper constructs an analogous general 
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theory of the complexity of closure properties. We formalize the notion of closure 
property and introduce the notion of a hard closure property for a class-a property 
so hard that the class has that closure property if and only if it has every feasible 
closure property. 
We will focus our attention on the following classes: (1) #P: # P is Valiant’s 
[54] class of counting functions, which has recently been shown by Toda to be 
deeply related to the structure of the polynomial hierarchy [47]. (2) SpanP: SpanP 
is the class of functions counting the number of distinct outputs of polynomial-time 
nondeterministic Turing machines [27, 25,443. (3) OptP: OptP is the class of 
functions computing the maximum value of the outputs of polynomial-time 
nondeterministic Turing machines; OptP is a formalization of the intuitive notion 
of an NP optimization problem [28]. (4) MidP: MidP is the class of functions 
computing the middle (median) value of the outputs of polynomial-time nondeter- 
ministic Turing machines; Toda has shown that a single access to a MidP oracle 
suffices to simulate the polynomial hierarchy [48]. 
There are many closure properties that these classes provably have, and there 
are many that the classes have not yet been proven to have. The former type of 
property-closure properties that a class F provably possesses-has been 
exhaustively studied,’ yet few nontrivial natural closure properties of these classes 
have been found. It is the latter type of property-properties that classes have not 
yet been shown to possess-on which we will concentrate in this paper. What is the 
relative complexity of such closure properties? Is there some such closure property 
that is the “hardest,” in the sense that if it is easy, then all other closure properties 
are easy? If so, is there a natural closure property of this form? The analogy to the 
(nonconstructive) theory of NP-hardness will soon be made explicit. Before further 
discussion, we introduce and justify our basic definitions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. 1. Let f be a function such that, for some i, f maps from N’ 
to N. We say that f is a closure property (of arity i). 
2. Let %F be a class of functions. We say that a closure property f is a 
g9-closure property if f E %?9. As a shorthand, we will use “P-closure property,” 
rather than “PF-closure property,” to describe closure properties computable in 
polynomial time. 
3. Let 9.9 be a class of functions. We say that 9F has closure property f 
(or arity i) if 
where h(x) =f(gAx), .-, g,(x)). 
4. Let 99 and WF be classes of functions. We say that 99 is %9-closed 
if 99 has every @?F-closure property. 
’ For example, in [38,9, 51; note also the striking recent closure results for the language classes PP 
[7,6,16] and C=P [Zl, 33,491. 
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5. Let 99 and V9 be classes of functions. Let f be a %9-closure property. 
We say that f is hard for the %?9-closure properties of 99 (for short, “a 99-hard 
489-closure property,” or, in the case that %9 = PF, simply “99-hard”) if it 
holds: 99 has closure property f+ 92g is %‘9-closed. 
Having proposed these definitions, we are now obligated to argue that they are 
natural and capture the intuitively appropriate notions. We first address the two 
most pressing concerns: first, that the notion of closure property proposed above 
is too broad, and second, that the nonconstructive nature of F-hardness is 
problematic. 
The first concern is easily seen to be insubstantial. On one hand, broad and 
flexible formalization of new notions is both routine and desirable; Ladner, Lynch, 
and Selman’s abstract definition of truth-table reductions comes immediately to 
mind as a sterling example [30]. Though a more restrictive notion might capture 
a few specific closure properties, allowing general function composition permits the 
full range of computational possibilities to be included in our notion of closure 
property. Note also that adopting a broad definition of “closure property” makes 
the task of this paper more challenging; the broader the notion of closure property, 
the harder it is to establish the claim that a given closure property is a hard closure 
property. 
We now turn to the second point: the nonconstructive nature of part 5 of 
Definition 1.1. Nonconstructive definitions can indeed cause problems. For 
example, it is a simple logical truth that if 927 is not VY-closed, then our detini- 
tion causes every %?9-closure property not possessed by 99 to (trivially) be hard 
for the @‘F-closure properties of 99. We argue that this is not a flaw in the 
definition. It seems a flaw only under a misapplication of the definition. Since our 
definition parallels the nonconstructive definition of NP-hardness and since to our 
knowledge a detailed discussion of this objection has not appeared in the literature, 
we defend our notion by defending the definition of nonconstructive NP- 
completeness. 
Sahni [40; see also 411 defines a set S E NP to be nonconstructively NP-complete 
if it holds that: SE P o P = NP.* As first noted by Book et al. [S]: if P # NP, then 
every set in NP - P is nonconstructively NP-complete; since it is well known that 
if P # NP there exist sets in NP - P that are not complete in the standard sense 
2 In fact, the actual term Sahni used was “P-complete.” At the time his paper was first drafted (1973), 
the term “NP-complete” has not yet been proposed by Knuth [24]. However, Sahni’s definition was 
intended as an alternative to Karp’s reduction-based notion of what we now call NP-completeness, and 
which Sahni calls polynomial-completeness. The relationship between nonconstructive and constructive 
notions of NP-completeness has since been studied by Book et al. [S] and Geske et a1.[18]. One should 
note that closure properties are quite different than languages; although one could build a constructive, 
reduction-based theory of hard closure properties (namely, by discussing reductions from properties to 
properties, where a property would be embodied as a machine that itself mapped from machine names 
to machine names), this would be an unnatural and awkward approach. Nonetheless, it is not hard to 
see that the proofs in this paper “preserve constructivity,” and such a reduction-based theory could be 
built upon our techniques. 
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[29], this might seem to argue against the naturalness of Sahni’s definition. 
However, such an argument blurs a crucial distinction: the difference between the 
sets that in fact are nonconstructively NP-complete (regardless of whether we know 
this fact), and the sets that we-using current techniques--can prove to be non- 
conconstructively NP-complete. Sahni’s definition-and also the definition of this 
paper-clearly was done with the latter interpretation, in mind, rather than the 
former. The objection raised, however, clearly views the definitions within the 
former model. Thus, nonconstructive definitions-both of NP-completeness and of 
hardness of closure properties-seek to give evidence of the complexity of a set or 
a property and do so within the vocabularies of evidence available today to 
complexity theorists. 
Thus, in the case of interest to this paper, it is irrelevant that all P-closure 
properties that a class 5 lacks are (trivially) p-hard if 9 is not P-closed. What 
is relevant is that, when we prove that a given closure property is F-hard, we have 
indeed given evidence that it is logically least likely of closure properties. 
Finally, we must note that the term nonconstructive is itself misleading, as applied 
to the case of F-hard closure properties. This point is somewhat subtle; we com- 
pletely characterize the question of whether 9 is P-closed in terms of a complexity 
class relation, and in fact, our proofs imply that if that relation holds constructively, 
then there is a constructive, uniform process for implementing all P-closure 
properties. Thus, though the definition of nonconstructive hardness is indeed 
nonconstructive, the implications of nonconstructive hardness are themselves 
constructive. 
The preceding discussion is without point unless there are some P-closure 
properties of 9 that we can prove F-hard. Are there? And if so, are there natural 
s-hard P-closure properties? It is not apparent, a priori, that any one property 
should be so complex that its possession would cause F to have all closure proper- 
ties. Nonetheless, the main result of this paper is that subtraction and division are 
both hard for the P-closure properties of #P, as well as for SpanP, OptP, and a 
certain version of MidP. In fact, as a technical aside, our proofs establish that for 
any of these classes (call it 9), it holds that B has all P-closure properties if and 
only if p has all 8-closure properties; thus, subtraction and division are in fact 
hard for the T-closure properties of 9. 
Our proof proceeds by identifying structural conditions that completely charac- 
terize the question of whether a class 9 has all P-closure properties; we then show 
that this condition is equivalent to closures under subtraction, division, and so on. 
In particular, #P has all P-closure properties if and only if PP = UP; SpanP has 
all P-closure properties if and only if R-MidP has all P-closure properties if and 
only if P pp = NP (equivalently, C . NP = NP); OptP has all P-closure properties if 
and only if NP = co-NP. 
Just as, in the study of the class NP, the structure of (potentially) incomplete sets 
has been of great interest [29, 12, 31, 3, 11, so also may we be interested in 
P-closure properties that seem to be neither possessed by a class nor hard for the 
P-closure properties of the class. For the class #P, among such closure properties 
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are minimum, maximum, median, and decrement. For such operations, we explore 
both the implications that would follow were #P to have such closure properties, 
and the relative complexities of the properties. We show, for example, that #P is 
closed under maximum and minimum if and only if #P is closed under median. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the closure properties and 
complexity classes that we will be concerned with in this paper. Section 3 establishes 
the existence of #P-hard closure properties and explores the structure of closure 
properties of seemingly intermediate complexity. Sections 4, 5 and 6 establish the 
existence of SpanP-hard, OptP-hard, and MidP-hard closures properties, respec- 
tively. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, we use the finite alphabet Z = (0, l}. All the languages 
we will discuss are subsets of C*. For each string XEC*, (x( denotes the length of 
x. Let N denote the set (0, 1,2, . ..I. For each HEN, let C=” denote the set of all 
strings in Z* of length exactly n. For any set L, I? denotes the complement of L, 
namely C* - L. For any class K, coK denotes (L 1 EE K}. For each set S, # S 
denotes the cardinality of S. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic 
notions of complexity theory, such as P, NP, and so on [23, 171. Our computation 
model is the nondeterministic Turing machine. We adopt the standard model in 
which, for every nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine M, there exist 
two polynomials pM and q,,, such that for every x E Z*, (1) M on x eventually halts 
after executing at most pM( [xl) steps and (2) each computation path of M(x), has 
exactly qw( (x( ) nondeterministic steps. Let ( ., . )* denote some standard pairing 
function over finite strings that is polynomial-time computable and polynomial- 
time invertible and such that for every x, x’, y, y’ E Z* such that 1x(= lx’\ and 
Iyl=ly’l, it holds that ((~,y)~~=l(x’,y’)~~. Let (y) denote (1,~)~ and, for 
each k 2 2, let ( yl, . . . . ok) denote <k (v17 (-., (Y~-~~Y~)z~)z)~. We adopt the 
standard lexicographical ordering of X*: for strings x and y in E*, x is lexico- 
graphically smaller than y, denoted by x < y, if either (1) 1x1 < (y( or (2) 1x1 = lyl 
and there exists i such that for every j, 1 <j < i, xi = yi and xi = 0 and yi = 1, where 
Xi (respectively, yJ denotes the ith symbol of x (respectively, y). For XEX*, ord(x) 
denotes the number of strings y E C* that are smaller than x. For every string x, 
identify x and its order ord(x), thus establishing an easily computable l-l 
correspondence between Z* and N. 
PF denotes the class of all polynomial-time computable functions from C* to N. 
For k E N, Ck denotes the constant function that maps every x E C* to k. For a non- 
deterministic polynomial-time Turing machine M, # act,+, (respectively, # rejMM, 
#total,) denotes the function that maps XE X* to the number of accepting 
computation paths (respectively, to the number of rejecting computation paths, to 
the total number of computation paths) of M on x. 
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DEFINITION 2.1 [S4]. #P = { #ace, ) M is a nondeterministic polynomial-time 
Turing machine}. 
We review the definitions of some complexity classes that we will discuss in this 
paper. 
DEFINITION 2.2. 1 [13, 321. NP is the class of sets L for which there exists a 
function f~ #P such that for every x E EC*, x E L of(x) > 0. 
2 [53]. UP is the class of sets L for which there exists a functionfe #P such 
that, for every x E IS*, (i) x E L of(x) = 1 and (ii) x .$ L of(x) = 0. 
3 [45, 551. C=P is the class of sets L for which there exist functions f~ #P 
and g E PF such that for every x E C*, x E L e-f(x) = g(x). 
4 [45, 191. PP is the class of sets L for which there exist functionsfE #P and 
g E PF such that for every x E X*, x E L of(x) 2 g(x). 
5 [36,20]. @P is the class of sets L for which there exists a functionfe #P 
such that for every x E C*, x E L of(x) is odd. 
Next, we review the definitions of some operators that we will use in this paper. 
DEFINITION 2.3. 1. For a class K, 3 . K is the class defined in the following way: 
A set L is in 3 . K if there exist a polynomial p and a set A E K such that for every 
XEZ*, 
2. For a class K, V. K is the class defined in the following way: A set L is in 
V. K if there exist a polynomial p and a set A E K such that for every x E C*, 
XELO #{y ) lyl =p(JxJ)and (x,y)~A}=2~(l~l). 
3. For a class K, C. K is the class defined in the following way: A set L is in 
C. K if there exist a polynomial p, a function f~ PF, and a set A E K such that for 
every x E X *, 
XEL~ #(YI IYI =p(lxl)and (x~Y)EA)B~(x). 
4. For a class K, C= . K is the class defined in the following way: A set L is 
in C = . K if there exist a polynomial p, a function JE PF, and a set A E K such that 
for every x E Z*, 
x~L-=#{yl Ivl=P(lxOand(x,~)~A)=f(x). 
5. For a class K, BP. K is the class defined in the following way: A set L is 
in BP. K if there exist a polynomial p and a set A E K such that for every XEX*, 
x~Lo#{yl lyJ=p(lxl)and(x,y)~:A}~~.2~(‘~‘), 
x$Le#(y( (yl=p(lxl)and(x,y)~.A)~t.2~(‘~‘). 
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It is well known, and not hard to see, that 3 . P = NP, V . P = coNP, C . P = PP, 
and C= .P=C,P. 
Below are definitions of two standard hierarchies, the polynomial hierarchy and 
the counting polynomial hierarchy. 
DEFINITION 2.4 [46]. The polynomial hierarchy is the class of sets defined in 
the following way: 
1. c;=I-I,p=P. 
2. For kZl:E~=E!.n~-, and II~=V.X~-,. 
3. PH=UiwJ::=U,c>o~~. 
DEFINITION 2.5 [SS, 511. The counting polynomial hierarchy is the class of sets 
defined in the following way: 
1. P is in the counting polynomial hierarchy. 
2. For any class K in the counting polynomial hierarchy, 3 . K, V . K, C . K, 
and C = . K are in the counting polynomial hierarchy. 
3. CH, the counting polynomial hierarchy, consists of only the sets described 
by the previous two items. 
The following properties are known to follow immediately from the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. 1. UP c (NP n @ P n C = P). 
2. coNPcC=P. 
3. NP s PP. 
4. PH SCH. 
5. @PcPPP=P#P. 
6. For every class K, 3.KzNPK=3.PK, C.KcPPK=C.PK, andC= .Kc 
C=PK=C= .PK. 
The following results are well known or easy to see. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. 1. [47]. PH c Ppp. 
2 [39,45,51-J. C=PCPPGC= .C,P. 
3 [36]. @Psp = OP. 
4 [45]. L is in C ,P if and only if there exist a nondeterministic polynomial- 
time Turing machine M and a polynomial p such that for every XEZ*, 
(a) #total,(x) = 2p(I*‘)+ ‘, 
(b) x E L if and only if #act,(x) = 2p(‘Xl), and 
571/4-s/3-3 
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(c) x$L ifandonly $0~ #acc,(x)<2p(~“~~.3 
5 [Sl]. C.C.P=C.C= .P andC= .C.P=C, .C= .P. 
6. CH=U,,,C. .-. .C.P.4 
k 
7 [26]. PP”‘=PP andC=PUP=C=P. 
8 [50]. PPPHCBP.PP and @PPHCBP.@P. . 
9 [43]. BP. PH c_ PH. 
10 [16]. PP is closed under truth-table reductions. 
11 [Zl]. C=P is closed under positive truth-table reductions. 
Next, we define the closure properties that we will consider. 
DEFINITION 2.8. 1. A function class 9 is closed under division by polynomial- 
time computable functions (respectively, 9 functions) if for every f E 9 and for every 
nonzero function g E PF (respectively, g E 9) there is a function h E 9 such that for 
every x E C*, it holds that h(x) = L f (x)/g(x) J. 
2. A function class 5F is closed under division by 2 if for every f E 9 there is 
a function g E % such that for every x E E*, it holds that h(x) = L f (x)/2 J. 
DEFINITION 2.9. 1. For any two numbers a, bEN, let a 0 b denote 
max(0, a - b}. 
2. A function class 9 is closed under subtraction by polynomial-time 
computable functions (repectively, 9functions) if for every f E9 and for every 
function g E PF (respectively, g E 9) there is a function h E 9 such that for every 
x E X*, it holds that h(x) = f(x) 0 g(x). 
3. A function class 9 is closed under decrement if for every fc9 there is a 
function g E 9 such that for every x E IS*, it holds that g(x) = f (x) 0 1. 
DEFINITION 2.10. 1. For each natural number k 2 2 and a,, . . . . ak EN, let 
pluk(al, . . . . ak) denote the set of the most commonly occurring number(s) among 
4, . . . . a,; that is, aE plu,(a,, . . . . ak) if and only if for every b E (aI, . . . . a,}, it holds 
that #(i(a=ai}>#{i(b=a,}. 
2. For each natural number k 2 2 and a,, . . . . ak E N, let plu,*(a,, . . . . ak) denote 
the smallest value in plu,(a,, . . . . ok). 
3. For each natural number k> 2, we say that a function class 9 is closed 
under weak plurality of k functions if for every fi, . . . . fk E 9 there exists a function 
g E 9 such that for every x EC*, it holds that g(x) E plu,(f,(x), . . ..fk(x)). 
3 The reader is cautioned that there is an exceedingly minor, easily corrected, arithmetic error in 
Simon’s proof [45, p. 941. 
4 This characterization is immediate, since for all classes K in CH, (1) (V. K) u (3 K) G C. K and 
(2) analogously to [45, p. 941, C= . KE C. K. 
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4. For every natural number k > 2, we say that a function class @ is closed 
under strong plurality of k functions if for every fi, ..,, fk E 9 there exists a function 
gc9 such that for every XEZ*, it holds that g(x)=plu,*(fi(x), . . . . fk(x)). 
DEFINITION 2.11. 1. For each natural number k> 2 and a,, . . . . a,EN, let 
wwh, . . . . ak) denote the number of distinct values in (a,, . . . . a,}; that is, 
spank(al, . . . . 4) = # {a,, . . . . ak). 
2. For each natural number k > 2, we say that a function class 9 is closed 
under span of k functions if for every f, , . . . . fk E F there exists a function g E F such 
that for every x EZ*, it holds that g(x) = span,(f,(x), . . . . fk(x)). 
DEFINITION 2.12. 1. For each odd natural number k 2 3 and a,, . . . . ak E N, let 
median,(a,, . . . . a,J denote the median of the numbers a,, . . . . a,; that is, for a non- 
decreasing enumeration b,, . . . . b, of values a,, . . . . ak, median,(a,, . . . . ak) = btk+ 1j,2. 
2. For each odd natural number k > 3, we say that a function class B is 
closed under median of k functions if for every f, , . . ..fk E p there is a function g E 9 
such that for every x E X*, it holds that g(x) = median,(f,(x), . . . . fk(x)). 
DEFINITION 2.13. 1. A function class 9 is closed under minimum if for every 
two functions J g E 9 there is a function h E 9 such that for every x E Xc*, it holds 
that h(x) = min{flx), g(x)}. 
2. A function class 9 is closed under maximum if for every two functions 
f, g E 9 there is a function h E 5 such that for every XEX*, it holds that 
h(x) = max{flx), g(x)). 
3. A COMPLEXITY THEORY FOR CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF #P 
It is well known that # P is closed under addition and multiplication [38 J, and 
indeed, #P has many other closure properties [9,5]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 1. [38]. #P is closed under multiplication; that is, for eoery 
pair of nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machines, MI and M,, there exists 
a nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine N such that for every x EC*, 
#act,(x) = #act,,(x) x #act,,(x). 
2 [38]. #P is closed under addition; that is, for every pair of nondeterministic 
polynomial-time Turing machines, M, and M,, there exists a nondeterministic 
polynomial-time Turing machine N such that for every XEC*, #act,(x) = 
# accM,(x) + # acc.&x). 
3. For every nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine M, there exists 
a nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine N such that for every x E IS*, 
#total,(x) = #total,(x) 
#act,(x) = # rej,(x). 
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3.1. # P-hard Closure Properties 
We prove that subtraction, division, weak and strong plurality, and span 
are # P-hard P-closure properties. We do so by establishing a structural 
condition--PI’ = UP-that completely characterizes both the question of whether 
#P is P-closed and the question of whether #P is # P-closed. 
THEOREM 3.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
#P is P-closed. That is, #P has every P-closure property. 
# P is #P-closed. That is, # P has every P-closure property. 
PP = UP. 
PH=CH=C=P=PP=@P=UP. 
# P is closed under division by polynomial-time computable functions. 
#P is closed under division by #P functions. 
# P is closed under subtraction by polynomial-time computable functions. 
# P is closed under subtraction by # P functions. 
For some k 2 5, # P is closed under weak plurality of k functions. 
For every k 2 2, # P is closed under weak plurality of k functions. 
For some k B 3, # P is closed under strong plurality of k functions. 
For every k 2 2, # P is closed under strong plurality of k functions. 
For some k >, 2, # P is closed under span of k functions. 
For every k > 2, # P is closed under span of k functions. 
Proof. First note the following: 
l (3), (4), and C=P = UP are equivalent. This is seen as follows: Obviously, 
(4) implies (3). Since UP c C =P c PP, (3) implies C = P = UP. Suppose C =P = UP. 
This gives C.PP=C.C=P=C.UP=PPcC= .C,P=C, .UP=UP. Thus, 
CH = UP. Since UP E (@P n PH) c CH, (4) holds. In the following discussions, 
we use C = P = UP instead of (3). 
l (2) implies (1) because PF E # P. 
l (1) implies (5) through (14) because division, subtraction, pluk, plu,*, and 
span, are polynomial-time computable. 
l C=P = UP implies (2). This is seen as follows: Suppose C-P = UP. Let 
ka2 andf,, . . . . fk and g be functions in #P and define h(x) = g( ( fi(x), . . . . fk(x))). 
;;“’ every i, 1 Q i d k, define Ai = {(x, n) Ifi = n}, and define A = 
x, nl, . . . . nk) (for every i, 1 <i<k, (x,n,)EAi). For every i, 1 <i<k, Ai is in 
C = P, and since C = P is closed under positive truth-table reductions, A E C = P, and 
thus, from our supposition, A E UP. Let D be a machine such that g = # accp and 
it4 be a machine witnessing that A E UP and define N to be the machine that, on 
input XEC*, (i)guesses nl, . . . . nk, (ii)simulates A4 on z= (x,n,, . . . . n,), and 
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(iii) (a) if M accepts, then simulates D on (nl, . . . . nk> and (b) if ~4 rejects, then 
rejects x. N is polynomial-time bounded and h = # aCCN. Hence, # P is # P-closed. 
It suffices to show that each of (5) through (14) implies C =I’ C_ UP. But, since 
(6), (8) (lo), (12), and (14) imply (5), (7), (9), (II), and (13), respectively we have 
only to show that each of (5), (7), (9), (ll), and (13) implies C=P = UP. In the 
following, L, denotes an arbitrary set in C = P, M,, and p. denote a machine and 
a polynomial that satisfy the properties in Proposition 2.6; that is, for every XEC*, 
x E Lo 0 #m,,(x) = 2po(‘x’), 
x $ Lo 0 #act,,(x) < 2po(lx’). 
Moreover, let f. denote # UCC~,, and go(x) = 2po(tX0. 
Suppose (5) holds. Define h(x)= Lfo(x)/go(x) J. By hypothesis, hi #P, and for 
every x E C*, h(x) = 1 if x E Lo, and 0 otherwise. Thus Lo E UP, 
Suppose (7) holds. Define h(x) =fo(x) 0 (g,(x) - 1). By hypothesis, h E #P, and 
for every x E C*, h(x) = 1 if x E Lo, and 0 otherwise. Thus Lo E UP. 
Suppose (9) holds for some k > 5. Define s(x) = 2f,(x), t(x) =fo(x) + go(x), u(x) = 
2g,(x), and V(X) = 3g,(x). Clearly, s, t, u, and v are in #P, and for every x E Z*, 
l if XE Lo, then s(x) = t(x) = u(x) = 2g,(x) < v(x), and 
l if x 4 Lo, then 0 < s(x) < t(x) < u(x) = 2g,(x) < u(x). 
Let d=L(k- 1)/2J 
(i)fi= . . . 
and define functions fi , . . ..fk in the following way; 
=fd=Co, (ii)fd+l= ... =fzdW1=u, (iii)f,,=s, f2d+l=t, and (iv) if k 
is even (that is, if k = 2d + 2), then fzd+ z = u. Clearly, fi, . . . . fk are in # P. It is not 
hard to see that for every XEC*, 
l if x E Lo, then plu,(f,(x), . . . . fk(x)) = (2g,(x)}, and 
l if x$ Lo, then plu,(f,(x), . . . . fk(x)) = (0). 
Thus, from our supposition, there exists a function h 6 #P such that for every 
XEC*, h(x) = 2go(x) if XE Lo, and 0 otherwise, 
Moreover, define a(x) = 2h(x), b(x) = 4h(x), and c(x) = 5/r(x). Clearly, a, b, and 
c are in # P, and for every x E C *, 
l if x E Lo, then 1 <a(x) <b(x) < c(x) = S/r(x), and 
l if x $ Lo, then 0 = a(x) = b(x) = c(x) = Sh(x). 
Define h,, . . . . h, in the following way: (i) h, = . . . =hd= C,, (ii) hd+i = . . . = . . . 
;2..;;= co, yfzd = s, fzd+ 1 = t, and (iv) if k is even (that is, if k = 2d+ 2), then 
- u. It IS not hard to see that for every XE C*, 
l if XE Lo, then plu,(h,(x), . . . . &(x))= {l}, and 
l if x$ Lo, then plu,(h,(x), . . . . hk(x)) = (0). 
Thus, from our supposition, there is a function r E #P such that for every x EC*, 
r(x) = 1 if x E Lo, and 0 otherwise. Hence, Lo E UP; consequently, C = P c UP. 
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Suppose that (11) holds for some k > 3. The proof is quite similar to that 
for weak plurality. Indeed, for the case k 2 5, the same functions fi, . . . . fk and 
h i, . . . . hk work properly for this proof also, since plu,(f,(x), . ...&(x)) and 
pluA(x), . . . . hk(x)) always contain exactly one value. 
We only have to consider the case k E {3,4j. Define fr(x) = 0, f*(x) = 2f,(x), 
f3(x) =fO(x) +g,,(x), and f4(x) = 3g,(x). These functions are in #P, and for every 
xcz*, 
l if x E L,,, then 0 =f,(x) <fi(x) = f3(x) = 2g,(x) <f4(x), and 
l if x$L,, then O=fl(x)=fi(x)<f3(x)<f4(x). 
Define h = plu,*(fi, . . . . fk). From our supposition, hE #P, and for every XEZ*, 
h(x) = 2g,(x) if x E L,, and 0 otherwise. 
Moreover, define h,(x) = 1, h2(x) = 2h(x), h3(x) = 3h(x), and h4(x) = 4h(x). 
Clearly, h,, h,, hj, and h, are in #P, and for every x EZ*, 
l if XE L,, then 1 = h,(x) -K h2(x) < h,(x) < h4(x), and 
l if x$L, then O=h,(x)=h,(x)=h,(x)<h,(x)= 1. 
Define T(X) = plu~(h,(x), . . . . hk(x)). From our supposition, Y E #P, and for every 
x E Z*, T(X) = 1 if x E L,, and 0 otherwise. Hence, Lo E UP; consequently, C =P E UP. 
Suppose that (13) holds for some k > 2. Define fi = . . . = fk-, = f0 and fk = go 
and define h(x) = span,((f,(x), . . . . fk(x)). F rom our supposition, h E #P, and for 
every x E C*, h(x) = 1 if x E Lo, and 2 otherwise. Since h E # P, for some machine D, 
it holds that h = #act,. Let p be the polynomial such that for every XEC*, each 
computation path of D on x is encoded into a string of length ~(1x1). Define N to 
be.the machine that, on input x E C*, guesses two paths y, z, ( yl = (z( =p( 1x1) of D 
on x with y <z and accepts x if and only if D accepts on both of the paths. It is 
not hard to see that for every x E Z *, if x E Lo then #act,(x) = 0 and if x $ Lo then 
#act,(x) = 1. Thus, & E UP. This implies C =P c COUP. Since UP c C = P, we 
haveC=P=UP. Q.E.D. 
PHCF is the smallest class of functions satisfying the following properties: 
l #PEPHCF. 
l For a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine A4 and for a 
function f E PHCF, define g(x) = the number of accepting computation paths of M 
on x with function-oraclef: Then, ge PHCF. 
PHCF was defined and studied by Wagner [55], who has pointed out to the 
authors (personal communication, 1991) that each condition in Theorem 3.2 holds 
if and only if PHCF collapses to #P-a function-based analog of the language 
collapse CH = NP. 
COROLLARY 3.3. PHCF = #P if and only zy #P is #P-closed. 
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GapP is the class of functions S from X* to the set of integers for which there 
exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M such that for every 
XEX*, it holds that 
f(x) = #act,(x) - # rej,(x). 
The class GapP was defined and studied by Fenner et al. [15; see also 221, which 
discusses closure properties of “bounded probabilistic” classes).’ From Theorem 3.2 
we obtain immediately Corollary 3.4 regarding a non-negative version of GapP 
functions; Corollary 3.4 &as suggested by an anonymous referee. Note also that if 
{f o GapP 1 f is nonnegative} = # P, then C = P = coNP and SPP = UP. 
COROLLARY 3.4. (Ax. maxi f (x), 0} 1 f o GapP} = # P if and only if # P is 
# P-closed, 
As a final comment, we note that it follows immediately from the previous 
theorem that there are relativized worlds in which #P lacks all #P-hard closure 
properties and, more interestingly, there are relativized worlds (for example, any 
world in which P # UP = PSPACE, such as in the construction of Rackoff [37]) in 
which #P is non-trivial (i.e., #P # PF), yet has all P-closure properties. Thus no 
relativizable proof technique can hope to prove such statements as: 
l #P is not P-closed. 
l #P is P-closed. 
l If #P is P-closed then P = NP. 
l If #P is P-closed then #P = PF. 
3.2. Intermediate Closure Properties for # P 
The previous subsection established the existence of # P-hard closure properties, 
including many natural closure properties. This subsection studies closure 
properties that seem to be neither possessed by #P nor #P-hard. First, we 
consider minimum, maximum, and median. 
THEOREM 3.5. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. # P is closed under both minimum and maximum. 
2. For some odd natural number k > 3, # P is closed under median of k 
functions. 
3. For every odd natural k 2 3, # P is closed under median of k functions. 
Proof [( 1) * (2), (1) + (3)] Suppose that #P is closed under both minimum 
and maximum. Let k = 2m + 1 > 3 be an odd integer and fi, . . . . fk be given k 
functions in #P. Define g,, . . . . g( zrn + 1) to be an enumeration of all functions that 
IV+1 
5 The first versions of this paper, and of the paper of Fenner, Fortnow, and Kurtz, were done 
independently of each other [14,35]. 
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compute max, + 1 of m-t 1 functions chosen from f, , . . . . fzM+, and 
Nx)=min(g,(x), ...,gc~c,l) . (x)}. From our supposition, h E #P, and it is easy to 
see that, for every x E C*, h(x) = median zrn+ L(fi(x), . . ..f2.,,+ 1(x)). Thus, for every 
odd k 2 3, #P is closed under median of k functions. Thus (1) implies both (2) 
and (3). 
C(2) + (l), (3) + (l)] Suppose that #P is closed under median of k functions for 
some odd k 2 3. For simplicity, let k = 2m + 1. Let s and t be two functions in #P. 
Clearly, there is a function u E #P such that for every x EC*, it holds that 
u(x) > max(s(x), t(x)}. Define fi , . . . . fk : 
For every x E IZ*, 
O=f,(x)= ..* =f,- ,(x) <minis(x), t(x)} 
Gmax{s(x), G)) <f,+dx)= ... =f2m+1(x). 
This implies that for every XEX*, median,(f,(x), . . ..fJn)) = max(s(x), t(x)}. 
Thus, #P is closed under maximum. 
On the other hand, in order to prove that #P is closed under minimum, instead 
of defining fi, + , to be u, we only have to define f2,,, + 1 = C,,. By using a similar 
argument, for every x EC*, median,(f,(x), . . . . fk(x)) = mints(x), t(x)}. Thus, #P is 
closed under minimum. 
The proof for C(3) + (l)] is easy because (3) implies (2). Q.E.D. 
Next, we explore the structural collapses that would occur were #P to have the 
above closure properties. We define explicitly a natural class, exact (counting) 
polynomial time, that has appeared implicitly in much of the previous work on 
counting [47,26]. 
DEFINITION 3.6. SPP6 is the class of sets L for which there exist a function 
fe # P and a polynomial p such that for every x E C*, 
x E L of(x) = 2p(lx’) + 1, 
x$Laf(x)=2P(‘x’). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. 1. SPP =coSPP. 
2. UPZSPPc(C=PncoC=Pn@P). 
3. c= -SPPGC=P undC.SPPcPP. 
6This class was first defined in [35] and, independently, in [14]. The former called the class XP 
(“exact polynomial time”) and the latter called the class SPP. Though the definitions were slightly 
different, as pointed out by Klaus Wagner (personal communication, 1991) and an anonymous referee, 
the classes defined are identical. To keep terminology uniform, we adopt the notation SPP. 
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Proof. (1) and (2) are immediate from the definition. Let L be a set in 
C = . SPP. There exist a polynomial p and a set A E SPP such that for every x E C*, 
Since A E SPP, there exist a machine A4 and a polynomial q such that for every 
u E C*, if u E L then j(u) = 2q(‘u’) + 1, and if u $ L then f(u) = 2q(I”I). Define N to be 
the machine that, on input x EX*, guesses y, ( y( =p((x(), simulates A4 on (x, y), 
and accepts x if and only if M accepts (x, y ). It is not hard to see that for every 
XEE*, 
x~Ltr> #(y ( lyl =p((xl)and (x,y)~A}=2~(~~~)+~(~(~))+2~(~~~)-~, 
where ~~(1x1) denotes I(x,y)I for y~X:=p(‘~~).’ Thus, LeC=P. 
The proof for C . SPP E PP is quite similar and thus omitted. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.8. 1. If BP is closed under either maximum or minimum, then 
C=PESPP. 
2. If #P is closed under minimum, then NP = UP. 
Proof: Let L be a set in C =P. There exist a machine A4 and a polynomial 
p such that for every x EX*: (i) #total,(x) = 2p(lXl)+ ‘; (ii) if x E L, then 
#act,(x) = 2p(‘“1); and (iii) if x4 L, then #act,(x) < 2p(lXl). Define 
f,(x) = #act,(x) + 1, f2(x) = #rej,(x), g,(x) = 2p(lXl), and g2(x) = 2p(lXl) + 1. 
Clearly, these functions are in #P. Furthermore, define h,(x) = max(j”,(x), gr(x)} 
and b(x) = min(f&), Ax)}. N ow suppose that #P is closed under either 
maximum or minimum. Clearly, either h, or h2 is in #P. For every x E x*, 
l if x E L, then h,(x) = h*(x) = 2p(‘xl) + 1, and 
l if x # L, then h,(x) = h*(x) = 2f’(lXl). 
Thus, L E SPP. Hence, C = P c_ SPP. 
On the other hand, suppose that #P is closed under minimum. Let L be a set 
in NP and let f be a function in #P witnessing LE NP. By computing a minimum 
with C,, the constant function “one,” we obtain a new function in f P that 
witnesses L E UP. This proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
From the above theorem, we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.9. CH = PP = C =P = @P = SPP and NP = UP if one of the 
following conditions hold: 
1. #P is closed under both minimum and maximum. 
2. For some odd number k 2 3, # P is closed under median of k functions. 
3. For every odd number k 2 3, # P is closed under median of k functions. 
‘Note that 1(x, y)l depends only upon 1x1 and (~1. 
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ProoJ From Theorem 3.5, the above three conditions are equivalent. By 
Theorem 3.8, (1) above implies (i) NP = UP and (ii) C =P E SPP. By combining 
(ii) with (a) PPEC= .C=P; (b) C.PP=C.C=P; (c) C= .SPP=C=P; and 
(d)C.SPP=PP, we have C=P=PP=CH=SPP. Since SPPE@PECH, we 
have @P = SPP. Q.E.D. 
Next, we consider closure under decrement. The follotiing theorem was pointed 
out to the authors by Toran (personal communication, 1991). 
THEOREM 3.10. If #P is closed under decrement, then NP c SPP. 
Proof: Suppose that #P is closed under decrement and let L be a set in NP. 
There is a function f~ # P such that for every x E Z*, it holds that x E L if and only 
if f(x) > 0. Define g(x) = 2f(x) and h(x) = g(x) 0 1. g is in #P, and since we are 
assuming that #P is closed under decrement, h is in #P, too. Let M and N be 
polynomial-time machines such that g = # accM and h = # accW Let p be the poly- 
nomial such that # total,(x) = 2p(‘“‘J for every x E X*. Define u = # accM + # rej,. 
Obviously, UE #P and for every XEZ*: (i) if XE L, then u(x) = 2p(lxl) + 1; and 
(ii) if x $ L, then u(x) = 2p(I”I’. Thus, L E SPP. Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 3.10, SPP E @P, and Torin’s [ 521 relativized world in which 
NP is not contained in @P, we immediately obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.11. There is a relativized world in which #P is not closed under 
decrement. 
In fact, we can say a bit more. Let us say that a function f: C* --, N is bounded 
by k if, for every x E Z*, it holds that f(x) < k. On one hand, it holds (absolutely, 
and also in every relativized world) that if f is a #P function bounded by 2, then 
f(x) 0 1 is a #P function. On the other hand, via a combinatorial diagonalization 
argument extending those used by Cai et al. [9] to study the counting hierarchy, 
one can show that there are relativized worlds in which some #P function f is 
bounded by 3, yet f(x) 0 1 is not in #P. 
Next, we consider conditions sufficient to ensure the closure of #P under 
decrement. 
THEOREM 3.12. If coNP E UP, then # P is closed under decrement. 
Proof. Suppose that coNP E UP and let M be any nondeterministic polynomial- 
time Turing machine. Since M runs in polynomial time, there exists a polynomial 
p such that for every x, each computation path of M on x is encoded into a string 
of length ~(1x1). Let A be the set {(x, y) ( lyl =p(lxl) and y is lexicographically the 
smallest accepting path of M on x}. Clearly, A E coNP, and thus, from our supposi- 
tion, A E UP; that is, there exists a machine D such that for every (x, y), lyl = 
p(jxl), it holds that #acc,((x, y))= 1 if (x,y) E A, and 0 otherwise. 
Now define N to be the machine that, on input x E C*: (i) guesses 
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y, z, (y( = (zl =p([xl), with y # z; (ii) simultaneously simulates (a) D on (x, y) and 
(b) M on x along path z; and (iii) accepts x if and only if both D and M accept. 
N runs in time polynomial in 1x1, and for every x E Z*, it holds that 
#act,(x) = #act,(x) - 1 if #act,(x) > 0, and 0 otherwise. Thus, N witnesses 
that # P is closed under decrement. Q.E.D. 
Next, we consider closure under division by two. 
THEOREM 3.13. If #P is closed under division by two, then QP = SPP. 
Proof: Suppose that #P is closed under division by two and let L be a set in 
OP. There is a function fe #P such that for every x EX*, it holds that 
x E L of(x) is odd. Since #P is closed under division by two, there is a function 
ge #P such that for every XE C*, g(x) = 2Lf(x)/2 J. Clearly, for every x EC*, it 
holds that: 
xeLof(x)-g(x)=l, 
x 4 L Of(X) -g(x) = 0. 
Let M be a machine such that g = #act,. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that for some polynomial p, #total,,,(x) = 2p(lXl) for every x E C*. Define 
h(x) =f(x) + #rej,(x). It is not hard to see that for every XE Z*, it holds that 
# ucc,(x) = 2P(lXl) + 1 if x E L, and 2P(lxl) otherwise. Thus, L E SPP, and this implies 
@P=SPP. Q.E.D. 
The complexity-theoretic theory of lowness was developped by Schiining to study 
the types of information that increase the computational power of complexity 
classes [42; see also 26,2]. We will say that a class K is C = P-low if C = PK = C ,P, 
and that a class K is PP-low if PPK = PP. From the above theorem, we obtain the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Zf # P is closed under division by two, then @P is C =P-low 
and PP-low. 
Proof. Since C,P@pzC= .P@‘cC=.@P and PP@pcC.P@pcC.@P, 
@P=SPPimpliesbothC=P@PcC=PandPP@PsPP. Q.E.D. 
Toda [47] has shown that PH cPpp; it is not known whether PH E PP (see 
[6,4]). However, if we assume that #P is closed under division by two, this 
inclusion indeed holds. 
COROLLARY 3.15. Zf # P is closed under division by two, then PH s PP. 
ProofI Assume that #P is closed under division by two. Note that 
PH~BP.@PEPP . @’ Combining this with Corollary 3.14, it follows that 
PH G PP. Q.E.D. 
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4. A COMPLEXITY THEORY FOR CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF SpanP 
In this section, we apply the techniques of Section 3 to SpanP, the class of 
functions measuring the number of distinct outputs of NP machines. 
DEFINITION 4.1 [27; see also 25, 44-J. For a polynomial-time nondeterministic 
Turing transducer M, we say that y is an output string of M if, on some accepting 
computation path, M halts with y on its work tape. out,(x) denotes the set of 
all output strings of M on x. For a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing 
transducer M, span,,., is the mapping from C* to N such that for every x EC*, 
span,(x) = #out,(x). SpanP = {span,,,, ( M is a polynomial-time nondeterministic 
Turing transducer >. 
We define two complexity classes that we will be concerned with in this section, 
and immediately prove that these classes characterize levels of the counting polyno- 
mial hierarchy (see 1341 for a study of characterizations of certain other levels of 
the counting polynomial hierarchy). 
DEFINITION 4.2. 1. CSpanP is the class of sets L for which there exist a 
function f~ SpanP and a function g E PF such that for every x E C*, it holds that 
x 6 L -=-f(x) 3 g(x). 
2. C = SpanP is the class of sets L for which there exist a function f~ SpanP 
and a function g E PF such that for every x E Z*, it holds that 
x E L -f(x) = g(x). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. 1 [27]. SpanP 2 #P. 
2. Every closure property #P is currently known to have (see [38,9, 51) is 
also possessed by SpanP. For example, SpanP is closed under addition, multiplication, 
and binomial coefficients. 
3. A function f is in SpanP tf and only tf there exist a polynomial p and a set 
A E NP such that for every x E X*, it holds that 
f(x)=#{yl I~I=~(lxl)and(x,y)~A}. 
4. CSpanP = C . NP and C = SpanP = C = . NP. 
5. CSpanP = NP zf and only if C = SpanP = NP. 
Proof: (1) For a given polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing acceptor M, 
consider a transducer N that guesses a computation path y of M (named by its 
nondeterministic guess bits) and outputs y if M accepts along path y. Clearly, 
span, = # accM. 
(2) All known #P closure properties are proven by direct simulations of 
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relatively simple form. The simulations can be modified from, in the #P case, 
guessing paths and checking properties of the guessed paths (such as acceptance 
behavior) to, in the SpanP case, guessing paths and outputs and checking relations 
between the guessed objects. 
To show how this works, we give three examples: addition, multiplication, and 
binomial coefficients. Let span, and span, be two given SpanP functions. 
Define D to be the machine that, on input XEC*, guesses b E (0, 1) and y, 
nondeterministically checks that y E out,(x) if b = 0 and y E out,(x) if b = 1, and 
outputs by along paths on which the check succeeded. For every x E Z*, out,(x) = 
{Oy 1 y E out,(x)} u (ly ( y E OM,,,(X)}. Thus, for every x E E*, span,(x) = 
span,(x) + span,(x). 
Define E to be the machine that, on input XEC*: (i) guesses y and z; 
(ii) nondeterministically checks that y E out,(x) and z E out,(x); and (iii) outputs 
(y, z) along paths on which the check succeeded. For every x GE,*, out,(x) = 
{(y, z) 1 YE out,(x) and z E out,(x)}. Thus, for every XEC*, span,(x) = 
spun,(x) .spun,(x). 
Finally, let k E N and define T to be a machine that, on input x EZ*, guesses k 
distinct strings, y,, . . . . y, in lexicographically increasing order, nondeterministically 
checks that y,, . . . . y, E out,(x) and, if so, outputs ( y,, . . . . yk) along paths on which 
the check succeeded. For every x E Z*, spun,(x) = (“p”“~‘“‘). Hence, SpanP is closed 
under addition, multiplication, and binomial coefficients. 
(3) Let f= spun, for some polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine 
M. Without loss of generality, we may assume that for every XE C*, each output 
of M on x has length p( Jx) ), where p is a fixed polynomial. Define A = { (x, y ) ) M 
on x outputs y}. Clearly, A GNP, and for every XEC*, it holds that spun, = 
#(Y I IYI=PWI) and (x,Y)EAI. 
Conversely, given a set A E NP and a polynomial p, consider a polynomial-time 
nondeterministic machine N that, on input x EE*: (i) guesses y of length ~(1x1); 
(ii) nondeterministically tests whether (x, y) E A or not; (iii) outputs y along paths 
on which the check succeeded. For every XEIZ*, spun,,,= # {y I lyl =p(lxl) and 
(X>Y+q. 
(4) From (3) of this proposition, CSpanP = C . NP and C = SpanP = C = . NP. 
(5) First note that (i)C, .NPsC.NP and (ii)C.NPsj.C= .NP. Sup- 
pose CSpanP = NP. From (i) we have C = . NP E NP. Also, trivially, NP E C = . NP 
holds. So C=SpanP = NP follows from our supposition. On the other hand, 
suppose C =SpanP = NP. Thus, from (ii), we have C . NP c 3 . NP = NP. Also, 
trivially, NP E C .NP holds. So CSpanP = NP follows from our supposition. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we consider the question of SpanP’s closure properties. The theorem below 
should be compared and contrasted with this paper’s results on #P: the 
possibilities that # P and SpanP are P-closed are characterized, respectively, by the 
complexity class collapses PP = UP (equivalently, C = P = UP) and C . NP = NP. 
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THEOREM 4.4. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
SpanP is P-closed. That is, SpanP has every P-closure property. 
SpanP is SpanP-closed. That is, SpanP has every SpanP-closure property. 
CSpanP = NP (equivalently, C . NP = NP). 
PH=CH=C=P=PP=NP. 
SpanP is closed under division by polynomial-time computable functions. 
SpanP is closed under division by SpanP functions. 
SpanP is closed under subtraction by polynomial-time computable functions. 
SpanP is closed under subtraction by SpanP functions. 
For some k 2 5, SpanP is closed under weak plurality of k functions. 
For every k > 2, SpanP is closed under weak plurality of k functions. 
For some k> 3, SpanP is closed under strong plurality of k functions. 
For every k > 2, SpanP is closed under strong plurality of k functions. 
For some k > 2, SpanP is closed under span of k functions. 
For every k > 2, SpanP is closed under span of k functions. 
Prooj The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 3.2. First notice the 
following: 
l (2) implies (1) because SpanP 2 PF. 
l (1) implies (5) through (14) because division, subtraction, weak plurality, 
strong plurality, and span are computable within polynomial time. 
. Trivially, (4) implies (3). 
l (3) implies (4) because under the assumption that C. NP = NP, we have: 
(a)II;GV.NPcC.NPcNP; (b)C.C.PzC.C.NPcC.NPcNP; and 
(c) C= .NP = NP. 
l (3) implies (2). This can be seen as follows: (3) is equivalent to 
C ,SpanP = NP. From C ,SpanP = NP, one can easily show that for any polyno- 
mial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M, the set L,= {(x,n) 1 
span,(x) =n} is in NP. Given SpanP functions fi, ..,, fk (computed by M,, . . . . Mk) 
and g, in order to compute g( ( fi(x), . . . . f,Jx))), we have only to (i) guess nI, .,., nk, 
(ii) guess certificates that (x, ni) EL, for each 1 d id k, and (iii) generate 
d (n, , . . . . nk)) distinct outputs by simulating the machine witnessing g E SpanP. 
It suftices to show that each of (5) through (14) implies (3). But, as (6), (8), (lo), 
(12), and (14) imply (5), (7), (9), (ll), and (13), respectively, and CSpanP = NP 
if and only if C ,SpanP = NP, we have only to show that each of (5), (7), (9), (1 1 ), 
and (13) implies C=SpanP = NP. 
In the following discussions, let LO be a set in C ,SpanP and fO E SpanP and 
g, E PF be functions such that for every x E X*, x E LO if and only if fO(x) = g,,(x). 
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Since SpanP is closed under addition, without loss of generality we may assume 
that there exists a polynomial p such that for every x E C*, 0 <fO(x) c 2p(lX’)+1 and 
go(x) = 2p+‘). 
Suppose (5) holds. Define h(x) = LfO(x)/gO(x) J. For every x E Z*, x E L, if and 
only if h(x) > 1. From our supposition, h E SpanP; that is, for some polynomial- 
time nondeterministic Turing machine M, it holds that h = span,. So for every 
x E Z*, x E Lo if and only if M on x has at least one output. This implies L,, E: NP. 
Suppose (7) holds. Define h(x) =f,,(x) 0 (go(x) - 1). From our supposition, h is 
in SpanP, and for every x E Z*, x E L, if and only if h(x) 2 1. Thus, there is a poly- 
nomial-time machine A4 such that for every x E X*, x E L, if and only if M on x has 
at least one output. Hence, L,oNP. 
Suppose (9) holds for some k> 5. Define s(x) = 2f,(x), t(x) =fO(x) +g,(x), 
u(x) = 2g,(x), and V(X) = Sg,(x). Then for every x EC*: (i) if XE&,, then 
s(x)= t(x) = u(x) < u(x); and (ii) if x4&, then s(x), t(x), u(x), and u(x) are all 
distinct and larger than zero. Now define d = L(k - 1)/2 J and fi = . . . = fd = C,, 
fd+ i = . . . =fzd- 1 = U, fId=s, and fzd+ i = t. Furthermore, if k is even, define 
f Zd+2 = u. Now define h(x) = plu,(f,(x), . . . . fk(x)). From our supposition, h E SpanP. 
It is not hard to see that (a) if XE L,,, then plu,(f,(x), . . ..fk(x))= {u(x)} = 
{%dx)}, and (b) if x$J%, then plu,(f,(x), . . ..f.Jx)) = 0. Thus, from our 
supposition, there is a polynomial-time machine M such that for every x EZ*: 
(i) XE L, if and only if span,(x) = 2g,(x); and (ii) x# Lo if and only if 
span,(x)=O. So for every xoZ*, XE Lo if and only if M on x has at least one 
output. Therefore, Lo E NP. 
Suppose (11) holds for some k 2 3. If k > 5, the same construction as in the 
previous paragraph establishes C ,SpanP = NP. So suppose that k E (3,4 > and 
define f,(x) =O, f*(x) = 2f,(x), f3(x) =fO(x) +g,(x), and f4(x) = 5g,(x). It is not 
hard to see that for any k E (3,4} and for every XE C*, x E Lo if and only if 
plu,*(f,(x), . . . . fk(x)) > 0. From our supposition, there is a polynomial-time 
machine A4 such that for every x EX*, it holds that x E L, if and only if A4 on x 
has at least one output. Thus, Lo E NP. 
Finally, suppose that (13) holds for some k>2. Define fi(x)= ... =fk--1(x)= 
Jo(x) and fk(x) = g,(x). Then, clearly, for every x E X*, it holds: (i) if x E Lo, then 
span,(f,(x), . . . . fk(x)) = 1; and (ii) if x $ L,, then spank(fi(x), . . ..fJx)) = 2. From 
our supposition, there exists a machine A4 such that for every XGX*, it holds: (a) if 
x E L,, then span,(x) = 1; and (b) if x 4 Lo, then spun,(x) = 2. Deline N to be a 
machine that, on input XE C*, guesses two distinct strings y and z and accepts x 
if and only if y, z E out,(x). N witnesses that Lo E coNP. Since NP c C ,SpanP, we 
have C = SpanP = NP. Q.E.D. 
Next we consider relationships between closure properties of #P and those 
of SpanP. The following theorem may be viewed, informally, as a translation 
result-in particular, a downward separation result-for closure. 
THEOREM 4.5. Zf #P is P-closed, then SpanP is P-closed. 
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Proof: Suppose that #P is #P-closed. From Theorem 3.2, we have CH = NP. 
This implies CSpanP = NP. Q.E.D. 
Nonetheless, the following theorem indicates that the converse of Theorem 4.5 
may be hard to establish. 
THEOREM 4.6. There is a relativized world in which SpanP is P-closed yet #P is 
not P-closed. 
The above result follows from Lemma 4.7. The proof of the lemma allows 
certain diagonalization requirements to be injured; however, in such cases, the 
requirements are promptly (and permanently) re-satisfied. 
LEMMA 4.7. There is a recursive oracle A such that UPA # NPA = PSPACEA. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. The theorem follows immediately from Lemma 4.7 
because NP = PSPACE implies CSpanP = NP and UP # NP implies UP # PP. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Let N,, N,, . . . be an enumeration of standard clocked 
polynomial-time nondeterministic oracle Turing machines. Without loss of 
generality, assume that for every i> 1, Ni runs in time p,(n) = n’Og*i. For any set A, 
define 
U(A) = { Ni # lk #z 1 N:(z) accepts, having used space at most k}, 
where u, #...# u, denotes a standard (easily computable and invertible) 
l-l encoding of m strings into one string such that Jur # ‘.. # u, I= 
2(m - 1 +x7= r lUi[). Note: (i) U(A) is <E-complete for PSPACEA and (ii) for 
every x of the form Ni # lk #z, N:(z) queries only strings of length less than 1x1. 
Furthermore, define 
L(A)= (1”) (3y)[lyl =nandOysA]} 
Note that L(A)ENP~. 
We will construct a set A so that L(A) 4 UPA and U(A) E NPA. A is constructed 
in stages. We use two sequences of sets (A,},“=, and {I?,},“=,. Initially, A,, = BO = @. 
At the stage 12 1, A, is extended from A,-, either by adding at most two strings 
of the form Oy, ( y( = 1 or by adding strings of the form 1 #x #y, I yl = 1x1 = 1, and 
B, is extended from B,- r by adding at most p,(l) strings, where consistently 
A,n B,= @ is preserved. A is defined to be u,“=, A,. Note: (i) when entering 
stage 1, B, contains fewer than 1 .p,(l) = 1 ’ +l”g*’ elements; and (ii) after finishing 
stage 1, for every x, 1x1~ 1, the membership of x in U(A) is never touched. 
2 
Construction of A. Stage 1 = 2i + 1. If i is of the form 22 with c =j + 100, then 
we will attempt to diagonahze against machine Nf’(1’). ’ 
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Case 1 (Nf’(1’) accepts). Pick one accepting path (say II) and put into BI all 
negative queries along path n. NT will not recognize L(A). 
Case 2 (Nt’(1’) rejects). Let D, denote the set of all strings y of length 1 such 
that Oy$B,. Note that #D,G=22’-l.p,(l). 
Subcase 2a (For every y E D,, N/l” {OYj( 1’) accepts). From the combinatorial 
lemma of Cai et al. [9, p. 1041 there exist two strings y,,y,~ D, such that 
N!‘” {“Y1,0y2}( 1’) has at least two accepting paths. Pick one such pair of strings, y, 
and y2, pick two accepting paths (say rrl and nn2), put Oyl and Oy, into A,, and put 
into BI all negative queries along paths rcl and x2. Thus, NY will not be categorical 
relative to A.’ 
S&case 2b (For some y E D,, NY’” (oy)(l’) rejects). Pick one such y and put Oy 
into A,. Mark this Nj.‘)(l’) as our “vulnerable diagonalizing situation” (for short, 
vds). Although it holds that Nt’( 1’) rejects and 1’~ L(A) at this stage, at some stage 
m> I, adding some strings to A might make N$l’) accept. Note that after finishing 
stage p,(l), we do not have to pay attention to the vds because every string added 
to A at stage m has length greater than m. Since this marking is done only when 2 
we are at stage 2i+ 1 with i = 2A , at any stage at most one vds is marked. 
j+lGQ 
Stage 1= 2i. At this stage, we will continue to ensure that U(A) is in NPA. For 
each x of length Z, in lexicographically increasing order, we will establish that: 
x~U(A)ifandonlyifforsomey,(y(=(x(,itholdsthatl#x#y~A. (*) 
Case I (Either x$ U(A,) or (XE U(A,) but the vds, if any, does not query any 
string of the form 1 #x#y with lyJ = 1x1)). If x4 U(A), we do nothing because (*) 
is already satisfied. If x E U(A), we pick one 1# x# y 4 B, with 1 yl = 1x1 and put it 
into A,. Thus, the condition that the vds rejects is preserved and (*) is satisfied. 
Case II (x E U(A,), a vds exists (say Nj.‘(l’)) and N/‘( li) queries some- 1 #x#y, 
IyJ = 1x1). Call a string y with ly( = 1x1 troublesome if Nf’” tl#x#y)(l’) accepts. 
Let D, denote the set of all strings y such that (y I= 1x1 and 1 #x #y 4 A, u B,. Note 
that #D,>2’-l.p,(l). 
Subcase IIa (Every string in D, is troublesome). Again, by the Com- 
binatorial Lemma [9,-p. 1041, there exist two strings, yl, y, E D,, such that 
N~I~~l#.~#Yl.l~X#Yz}(l~) h as at least two accepting paths. Pick such y, and y,, pick 
t<o accepting paths (say rrl and n,), put l#x#y, and l#x#y, into AI, and put 
into B, all negative queries along rci and 7c2. Thus, (*) is satisfied and we have 
(permanently) completed the diagonalization against the machine involved in the 
vds, as that machine will not be categorical relative to A. The vds is now removed. 
‘A machine h4 is categorical relative to A if for every input x, it holds that MA(x) has at most 
one accepting path; thus, a set is in UP” if and only if it is accepted by some polynomial-time non- 
deterministic Turing machine that is categorical relative to A (see [53]). 
571/46/3-4 
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Subcase IIb (There exists some y E DI that is not troublesome). Pick one such 
y and put 1 #x#y into A,. (*) has been satisfied although the vds remains active. 
End of Construction of A. 
From the above construction, we have L(A) $UP“ and U(A)cNPA. Hence the 
proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
5. A COMPLEXITY THEORY FOR CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF OptP 
In this section, we study potential closure properties of OptP, the class of 
functions computing the maximum output of NP machines. First we define the class 
OptP. 
DEFINITION 5.1 [28]. For a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing 
transducer M, ~pf~(x) is the mapping from C* to N such that for every XEZ*, 
opts = max(n E out,(x)) if out,(x) # @, and 0 otherwise. And OptP = 
{opt, ( M is a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing transducer). 
We give several properties of OptP. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. 1. [28]. For any function fs OptP, the set ((x, k) ( 
f(x) = k} is in PNP. 
2. There is a function f E OptP such that for every x E EC*, f(x) > 0 and the set 
{x (f(x) is odd} is d ~-complete for PNP.9 
Now we consider closure properties of OptP. 
THEOREM 5.3. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. OptP is P-closed. That is, OptP has every P-closure property. 
2. OptP is OptP-closed. That is, OptP has every OptP-closure property. 
3. NP = coNP. 
4. PH = NP. 
5. OptP is closed under division by OptP functions. 
6. OptP is closed under subtraction by OptP functions. 
7. For some k 2 2, OptP is closed under span of k functions. 
ProoJ First notice the following: 
l (2) implies (1) because OptP 2 PF. 
l (1) implies (5) through (7) because division, subtraction, and span are 
compatible in polynomial time. 
l Trivially, (4) is equivalent to (3). 
9 In [28], a function that satisfies only completeness is given. However, with a slight modification, one 
can show the existence of a function satisfying the nonnegative property. 
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l (3) implies (2). This can be seen as follows: Let fi, . . . . fk and g be OptP 
functions with k > 1 and define h(x) =g( (fi(x), . . ..fk(x))). From Proposition 5.2, 
the set A = ((x, n,, . . . . nk) ) for every i, 1 <i < k, Ji(x) = ni} is in PNe. Assume 
NP = coNP. This gives A E NP. Let M be a machine such that g = optM and define 
N to be the machine that, on input x EZ*, guesses nl, . . . . n,+r nondeterministically 
certifies that z = (x, n i, . . . . nk) EA, and simulates M on (n,, . . . . nk) if zEA is 
certified. Obviously, opt,,,(x) = h(x) for every x E C*. 
It suffices to show that each of (5) through (7) implies (3). Let f be an OptP 
function in Proposition 5.2, part (2) and let M be a polynomial-time machine such 
that f= opt,,,. Define A = {x If(x) is odd}. A is d t-complete for PNP. Define N 
to be the machine that, on input XE X*, simulates M on x, obtains an output n, 
and outputs 2Ln/2_1. For every XEZ*, it holds that (i) if f(x) is odd, then 
onto = onto - 1, and (ii) if f(x) is even, then opt,,,(x) = opt,(x). 
Suppose (5) holds. Define h(x) = Lopt,(x)/opt,(x)_l. There is a machine D such 
that h = opto. For every x E Z*, h(x) = 0 if f(x) is odd, and 1 otherwise. Thus, 
for every xEX*, x E A if and only if 1 # out,(x). Therefore, A E coNP, and hence, 
PNP = NP. 
Suppose (6) holds. define h(x) = onto 0 opt,,,(x). There is a machine D such 
that h = opto. For every x E Z*, h(x) = 1 if f(x) is odd, and 0 otherwise. Thus, for 
every XEX*, XE A if and only if 1 E out,(x). Therefore, A GNP, and hence, 
PNP = NP. 
SUppOSe (7) holds for some k > 2. Define fi = . . . =fk _ 1 = opt,,,, and fk = opt, 
and define h(x) = span,(fi(x), . . ..fk(x)). There is a machine D such that h = opto. 
For every x E C*, h(x) = 2 if f(x) is odd, and 1 otherwise. Thus, for every x E C*, 
x E A if and only if 2 E out,(x). Therefore, A E NP, and hence, PNP = NP. Q.E.D. 
6. A COMPLEXITY THEORY FOR CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF MidP 
In this section, we study potential closure properties of MidP, the class of 
functions computing the median value amongst outputs of NP machines. 
DEFINITION 6.1. For a set S c N, left-mid(S) (respectively, right-mid(S)) 
denotes the r( #S)/2]th smallest (respectively, largest) value in S if S# 0, and 0 
otherwise. For a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing transducer M, l-mid, 
(respectively, r-mid,) is the mapping from X* to N such that for every x EZ*, 
I-mid,(x) = left-mid(out,(x)) (respectively, r-mid,(x) = right-mid(out,(x))). And 
L-MidP = {l-mid, 1 A4 is a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing transducer} 
and R-MidP = {r-mid, 1 M is a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing 
transducer}. 
Toda introduced and studied L-MidP as MidP in [48]. The results he proved 
are indeed robust for the definition of MidP; that is, they hold no matter which 
definition is used. We are interested in the difference between L-MidP and R-MidP. 
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and as we shall see later in this section, these classes are slightly different in terms 
of closure properties. 
Here we give several properties of MidP. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. 1. R-MidP I, L-MidP. 
2 [48]. There exist a function f E L-MidP n R-MidP and a polynomial-time 
nondeterministic Turing transducer M that satisfy the following conditions? 
(a) f = l-mid, = r-mid,, 
(b) f(x)>Ofor every XEX*, 
(c) the set {x [f(x) is odd > is < i-complete for Ppp, 
(d) the set {(x, k) If(x) = k} is in Ppp, and 
(e) for every function g E L-MidP, there are functions rl and r, in PF such that 
for every xEx*, g(x)=r,((x,f(r,(x)))). 
Proof: We only show (1). For a set SC N and for every k larger than 
max { n E S}, left-mid( S u (0, k} ) = right-mid(S). Given a polynomial-time machine 
M and a polynomial p bounding hte runtime of M, define N to be the machine that, 
on input x EX*, either (i) outputs 0, (ii) outputs 2p(lXlJ, or (iii) simulates M on x. 
Clearly, for every x E Z*, left-mid(out,(x)) = right-mid(out,(x)). Thus, R-MidP c 
L-MidP. Q.E.D. 
Now we consider closure properties of L-MidP. Unfortunately, these results fall 
short of completely characterizing the P-closure of L-MidP. Nonetheless, we are 
able to provide sufficient and necessary conditions that are relatively tight. 
NP(3), a level of the Boolean hierarchy over NP [lo, 91, is the class of sets L 
for which there are sets L, , Lz, and L, in NP such that L = (L, n z) u L3. 
THEOREM 6.3. Zf L-MidP is P-closed, then Ppp = NP(3), and hence CH = PH = 
PP = NP(3). 
Proof Suppose that L-MidP is P-closed. Let f and M be a function and a 
machine as in Proposition 6.2, part (2). Define A = {x 1 f(x) is odd }. Define U 
(respectively, V) to be a machine that, on input x E Z*, simulates M on x, obtains 
an output n of M, and outputs 2n (respectively, n + 2Ln/2 J). It is easy to see that 
for every x E Z*, 
l if f(x) is odd, then I-mid,(x)=l-mid,(x)+ 1 and 
l if f(x) is even, then l-mid,(x) = l-mid,(x). 
Define g(x) = l-mid,(x) 0 l-mid,(x). For every x E X*, it holds that: 
l if x E A, then g(x) = 1 and 
l if x $ A, then g(x) = 0. 
lo In [48], the function given satisfies only (2c), (2d), and (2e). However, one can easily modify that 
function so that (2a) and (2b) are also satisfied. 
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From the assumption, g E l-mid,,, for some machine N. We have for every x E Z*, 
where l>k>l. Now define L,={xI l~out,(x)}, L,={xI #out,(x)>2}, 
and L, = (x 1 (3k b 2)[kE out,(x)]}. Trivially, L,, Lz, and L, are in NP and 
A = L1 n (zu L,). Thus, A E NP(3). Since A is 6 i-complete for Ppp and Ppp 2 
NP(3), it holds that PPP=NP(3). 
Furthermore, since PPPH E BP . PP, BP . PH c PH, and PH c Ppp, assuming 
Ppp = NP( 3), it holds that PPpp c BP . NP( 3) E PH c Ppp E NP( 3). Since PP is 
closed under truth-table reductions, we have CH = PH = PP = NP(3). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 6.4. If P ” = NP, then L-MidP is P-cfosed. 
Proof. Suppose Ppp =NP. Let g be any L-MidP function and h be any PF 
function and define t(x) = h(g(x)). It s&ices to show that r E L-MidP. Let f be a 
function and A4 be a machine as in Proposition 6.2, part (2). From Proposition 6.2, 
part (2e), there are functions rl and r2 in PF such that for every x EX*, 
g(x) = rZ((x,f(rl(x)))). Moreover, from (2d), the set A = ((x, k) If(x) = k) is in 
Ppp, and thus, from our supposition, A E NP. Define N to be the machine that, on 
input x E C*, guesses k 2 0, nondeterministically certifies that (rr(x), k) E A, and 
outputs h(r2( (x, k))). Obviously, for every x EX*, out,(x) = (t(x)}. Therefore, 
l-mid, = t. Q.E.D. 
On the other hand, we obtain a complete characterization of when R-MidP is 
P-closed. 
THEOREM 6.5. The following statements are equivalent statements are equivalent: 
1. R-MidP is P-closed. That is, R-MidP has every P-closure property. 
2. R-MidP is R-MidP-closed. That is, R-MidP has every R-MidP-closure 
property. 
3. PPP=NP. 
4. PH=CH=PP=NP. 
5. R-MidP is closed under division by R-MidP functions. 
6. R-MidP is closed under subtraction by R-MidP functions. 
Proof: First note the following: 
. (2) implies (1) because R-MidP 2 PF. 
l ( 1) implies (5) and (6) because division and subtraction are computable 
within polynomial time. 
l Trivially, (4) implies (3). 
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l (3) implies (4) because under the assumption that Ppp= NP, we have 
PPPP~PPNP~BP+PP~BP.NPcPH~PPP~NP. 
l The proof of Theorem 6.4 also establishes that (3) implies (2). 
It suffices to show that each of (5) and (6) implies (3). Let f and M be a function 
and a machine in Proposition 6.2, part (2). Define A = {x If(x) is odd}. From 
Proposition 6.2, part (2c), A is ,< E-complete for Ppp. Define U (respectively, V) to 
be the machine that, on input x E C*, simulates A4 on x, obtains an output n of A& 
and outputs 2n (respectively, n + 2Ln/2 J). It is not hard to see that for every x E C*, 
l if x G A, then r-mid,(x) = r-mid,(x) + 1, and 
l if x $ A, then r-mid,(x) = r-mid,(x). 
Suppose (5) holds. Define g(x) = Lr-mid,,(x)/r-midu(x) J. There is a machine N 
such that g = r-mid,. For every x E X*, it holds that if x E A, then r-mid,(x) = 0 and 
if x $ A, then r-mid,(x) = 1. By definition, if r-mid,(x) = 0, then out,(x), is either 
/zr or {0}, and if r-mid,(x) = 1, then 1 E out,(x). Thus, for every x E Z*, x $ A if and 
only if 1 E out,(x). Therefore, AE NP. Hence, Ppp = NP. 
Suppose (6) holds. Define g(x) = r-mid,(x) 0 r-mid,(x). There is a machine N 
such that g = r-midN. For every x E Z*, it holds that if x E A, then r-mid,(x) = 1, 
and if x # A, then r-mid,,,(x) = 0. So for every x E Z*, x E A if and only if 1 E out,(x). 
Thus, A E NP. This gives Ppp = NP. Q.E.D. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The paper proposes and develops a complexity theory of feasible closure proper- 
ties. For each of the classes #P, SpanP, OptP, and # P, we have proven complete 
characterizations-in terms of complexity class collapses-of the conditions under 
which the class has all feasible closure properties. In particular, #P is P-closed if 
and only if PP = UP; SpanP is P-closed if and only if R-MidP is P-closed if and 
only if Ppp = NP; OptP is P-closed if and only if NP = co-NP. Furthermore, for 
each of these classes, we have proven natural operations-such as subtraction and 
division-to be “hard” closure properties, in the sense that if a class is closed under 
one of these, then it has all feasible closure properties. 
We also studied potentially intermediate closure properties for #P. These 
properties-maximum, minimum, median, and decrement-seem neither to be 
possessed by #P nor to be #P-hard. We proved interrelationships among them 
and structural collapses that would follow were #P to possess such closures. 
Although the results of this paper provide strong evidence that the classes 
discussed are not closed under, for example, subtraction, we caution that the classes 
are not far from being closed under, for example, subtraction; given the flexibility 
of polynomial-time pre- and post-computation, subtraction and all other closure 
properties can be performed. More formally, for 9 E { # P, SpanP, OptP, R-MidP >, 
it holds that PFr=PFFeP_,, where PF: is the class of functions computed 
COMPLEXITY THEORY FOR CLOSURE 323 
by polynomial-time deterministic Turing machines making parallel queries to 8, 
and PFt, is the class of functions computed by polynomial-time deterministic 
Turing machines making one query to 9. l1 This observation highlights the fact 
that the closure properties of a class are sensitive to the syntactic framing of the 
class. 
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